The 'mitoflash' probe cpYFP does not respond to superoxide
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Abstract

Ageing and lifespan of organisms are determined by complicated interactions between their genetics and the environment, but the cellular mechanisms remain controversial. There have been a number of studies suggesting that cellular energy metabolism and free radical dynamics affect lifespan, implicating mitochondrial function. Recently, Shen et al. provided apparent mechanistic insight by reporting that mitochondrial oscillations of ‘free radical production’, called ‘mitoflashes’, in the pharynx of 3-day old Caenorhabditis elegans correlated inversely with lifespan. The interpretation of ‘mitoflashes’ as ‘bursts of superoxide’ radicals assumes that circularly permuted yellow fluorescent protein (cpYFP) is a reliable indicator of mitochondrial superoxide. This interpretation has been criticised because experiments and theoretical considerations both show that changes in cpYFP fluorescence are due to alterations in pH, not superoxide. We now provide direct evidence that purified cpYFP is completely unresponsive to superoxide. Therefore ‘mitoflashes’ do not reflect superoxide generation and are not evidence for a link between mitochondrial free radical dynamics and lifespan.
cpYFP sensor signal required for superoxide-related ‘mitoflashes’, as long as the pH and halide ion concentrations were kept constant.

‘Mitoflashes’ can be fully explained by the extraordinary pH sensitivity of cpYFP, which has a pKₐ of ≈8.7 (upon excitation at 488 nm, the wavelength at which flashes are observed) and shows a >50-fold change in fluorescence ratio between pH 7 and 10, similar to the structurally related pH-sensor Syph (Fig. 1J,K,L)⁸. In the mitochondrial matrix a resting pH (∼7.9) close to sensor pKₐ and a limited pH buffering capacity mean that even minor perturbations will elicit a pronounced sensor response (Fig. 1A,B,D,E). The cpYFP pH sensitivity is due to the structural perturbation caused by the circular permutation. A large cleft in the β-barrel exposes the pH-active phenoxy group of the chromophore (Fig. 1M, left panel), which is concealed in non-permuted GFP-based biosensors (Fig 1M, right panel).

Based on this evidence using purified cpYFP and earlier studies in cells and isolated mitochondria⁵,6,9, the ‘mitoflash’ phenomenon cannot be attributed to bursts of mitochondrial superoxide. In accordance with the pH responsiveness of the probe, recent work with different sensors suggests that ‘mitoflash’ events indicate brief periods of alkalinisation in individual mitochondria, possibly as a result of acceleration in proton pumping, triggered by mitochondrial fusion initiation and/or a change in ion homeostasis⁶,9,10.

The debate about the nature of ‘mitoflashes’ has focussed on in situ evidence which has left space for interpretation on both sides. Critics have pointed out the implausibility of ‘superoxide flashes’ based on mitochondrial energetics⁵,5,9, the absence of a plausible chemical mechanism for the reversible interaction between cpYFP and superoxide⁴,7, and the fact that the pH sensor Syph also detects ‘mitoflashes’⁶,10. These arguments have been countered by data suggesting a correlation of ‘mitoflashes’ with the response of chemical ROS probes¹¹-¹³, the notion that the pH probe Syph may also respond to superoxide¹⁷, and the suggestion that a ‘mitoflash’ represents a mixture of superoxide burst and pH transient¹¹,¹³. Ultimate resolution of the debate has been hampered by the use of different biological systems and the complexity of mitochondrial physiology, where matrix pH and free radical release are connected via the electron transport chain and linked to several other parameters such as availability of respiratory substrates, membrane potential, redox and ion homeostasis, and mitochondrial morphology²,5-7,10,14-16. Here we resolve the controversy by a thorough analysis of the fundamental properties of the ‘mitoflash’ sensor cpYFP.

Previous work already excluded the suggestion that the pH probe Syph responds to superoxide⁶. We now provide definitive evidence that cpYFP itself does not respond to superoxide and that flashes recorded by cpYFP do not represent superoxide bursts. Of course, sudden changes in mitochondrial physiology may still include altered free radical levels. While the ‘mitoflash’ phenomenon may reflect an important feature of mitochondrial function that deserves further mechanistic analysis the interpretation of the events by Shen et al. lacks a biophysical foundation and ‘mitoflashes’ cannot serve as evidence for free radical involvement in determining lifespan.
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**Methods**

cpYFP was purified from *Escherichia coli* Origami (DE3) and Rosetta 2 (DE3) 24 h after induction at 20 °C and assayed at 10, 25 and 1000 μg protein/mL using a Jasco spectrofluorimeter FP8300 and a BMG Labtech Clarostar plate reader. Detector gain was adjusted for individual experiments. Buffers contained 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na$_2$EDTA and 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 (for thiol redox and superoxide assays; degassed and under argon for thiol redox treatments) or 100 mM Tris-TES (for pH assays). All reagents were dissolved in assay buffer, except for xanthine (100x stock in 1 M KOH, base required for solubility) and xanthine oxidase (118x (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ suspension as delivered by Sigma). Protein structures (PDB entries 3O78 and 1JC1) were rendered using PyMOL.
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Figure. Spectroscopic and structural analysis of the ‘mitoflash’ probe cpYFP
(A) cpYFP fluorescence excitation spectra (emission at 515 nm) and (B) emission spectra
(excitation at 488 nm) upon addition of X (xanthine 2 mM), XO (xanthine oxidase 100 mU/
mL), SOD (bovine Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 600 U/mL) and KOH (solvent control for
xanthine, note pH increase), and the in situ pH of the assayed 200 μL reaction mix. (C)
Cytochrome c reduction detected by absorption at 550 nm to measure superoxide generation
in response to the X/XO system in the presence and absence of SOD and in response to
KOH as solvent control for X. Cyt c 100 μM; arrows indicates X or KOH addition. (D) The
response of cpYFP excitation ratio (488/405 nm) to superoxide generation. The arrow
indicates introduction of X to constitute the X/XO system. Controls contained either SOD in
addition or no XO. (E) The same assays were performed with KOH introduction as solvent
control for X. (F) cpYFP fluorescence excitation spectra and (G) emission spectra upon 24 h
incubation with DTT (dithiothreitol; 10 mM) and DPS (2,2′-dipyridyl disulfide; 1 mM) and
the in situ pH of the assayed 200 μL reaction mix. (H) cpYFP fluorescence ratio upon DTT
and DPS addition over 3 h; arrow indicates DTT or DPS addition. (I) Cross-sections through
a surface model of cpYFP (left and middle). Chromophore (chr) and cysteines are
represented as ball-and-stick models. The Cys^{171} thiol is relatively close to the protein
surface, but unlikely to be accessible to solutes as indicated by the docking of a DTT
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molecule to the protein surface (right). (J) cpYFP fluorescence excitation spectra (emission at 515 nm) and (K) emission spectra (excitation at 488 nm) in response to pH as determined in situ after the measurements. (L) pH dependence of cpYFP excitation ratio (488/405 nm; normalized to pH 7.0) as compared to the cpYFP part of the pH sensor SypHer. (M) Sectional views through volume models of cpYFP and roGFP2, with the clipping plane parallel to and just above the chromophore phenoxy ring. The chromophore is represented as a ball-and-stick model. Data in panels A-H and J-L are background corrected and experiments were repeated at least 5 times with consistent results.